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A: Answered in comments. Extended-release acetaminophencaffeine: a monophasic drug-device system for the treatment of
pain. Acetaminophen-caffeine (APAP-CAF) is a new chewable
tablet with a pharmacokinetic profile suitable for once-daily
administration. In clinical studies, APAP-CAF demonstrated
both analgesic and anti-inflammatory efficacy comparable to
immediate-release acetaminophen (IRA) administered three
times daily. In a double-blind, multicenter study, the efficacy
and safety of APAP-CAF were evaluated in patients with
osteoarthritis (OA) or postoperative pain. Patients were
randomly assigned to receive either APAP-CAF 75 mg + CAF
75 mg or IRA 900 mg three times daily for 3 days. Subjects
rated their pain at regular intervals throughout the study. In
addition, evaluations of the anti-inflammatory effects of APAPCAF and IRA on TNF-alpha, IL-1beta and IL-6 production
were performed using whole blood stimulation in vitro. APAP-
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CAF was well-tolerated, and had an excellent safety profile
similar to IRA. APAP-CAF demonstrated a similar analgesic
effect to IRA (P > 0.05). In contrast, APAP-CAF inhibited
TNF-alpha (P Election-style AI decisions made for UK’s
biggest company - brian-armstrong ====== Finnucane AI,
certainly. Decisions, not so much. ~~~ wilg Does it do chatbots?
~~~ wmeredith Can’t you still do chatbots with an online panel
of registered voters?
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